Hi,

We were waiting for custom Version field feature quite long. But we did not expected that all closed Versions (more than 60) will be shown in select box. So the feature is not acceptable for us as is.

When defining custom Version field there should be a way to say which level of versions should be shown in the select.

Feature added in 2.5.0. You can now select which version statuses are proposed for a custom field.
#5 - 2013-12-22 15:58 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Duplicated by Feature #11907: Custom Field Version (Locked/Open) added

#6 - 2013-12-22 15:58 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Duplicated by Feature #14553: Filter for custom field of type version added

#7 - 2013-12-22 15:59 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Duplicated by Feature #14786: Custom version fields should behave as Target Version field does added

#8 - 2015-06-14 12:08 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Related to Defect #19271: Configuration of which versions are shown in version-format custom fields should not affect issue query filter added

#9 - 2016-12-26 16:02 - Go MAEDA
- Related to Patch #7443: Found-in-version patch added

#10 - 2016-12-26 16:14 - Go MAEDA
- Related to Feature #1675: Add 'affected version' as a standard field added
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